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The pro version of the APK editor. These reviews and ratings come from users of the Aptoid app. To leave yourself, this app does not contain any threats that pass security tests for viruses, malware and other malicious attacks. APK Editor Pro is a tool software created by Utilities and Steel Works. The application allows you to edit and customize any APK file
downloaded online through the app store or transferred from your computer. There are several tools and guides for changing the properties of APK files. Apk Features Expand APK Editor Pro allows users to hack and modify any APK file from their mobile device. Among the commands that users can run are re-nameing apps, translating strings, changing
APK icons, changing application layouts, disabling ads and pop-ups, retrieving new background images, Create apps that can be migrated to an SD card, remove restrictions from the free version of the app, prevent unnecessary permissions, and more. This application supports manifest editing that was lacking in previous versions of the APK editor.
Simplified mobile editing The application comes with two types of APK changes: The full edit is to review the entire structure of the APK file. A simple edit replaces any sub-file from an APK file. The process of changing the APK is very simple. Simply open the APK file from the file folder or installed app and you will see the option to change it. Users can
adjust their APK information according to their personal preferences. They can save their changes after changing the APK by pressing the icon on the top right. It has intuitive tools to get the job done. Anyone can extract the APK file itself from the installed app to change. We provide guides and examples in case users are lost in editing. Getting the best from
the application APK Editor Pro is designed for those who have a knack for changing APK files. It has simple steps but becomes complicated along the way. Users can unlock the app's potential or customize what it looks like compared to the default settings. Full editing and easy editing Experience performance improvements compatible with most APK files
You will have to edit apk file backup to take care of APK code and experience guides to experience performance improvements compatible with most APK files, edit APK files can break the device to modify all Android transfer files and sharing application SHAREit - Connection &amp; Transfer for regular Android users up with their favorite video games to
send your files quickly and easily, you may not be able to find interesting features in the very useful APK Editor Pro. But if you are a power user who has certain skills and wants to experience smart Android devices to the fullest,You will definitely think that this app is useful. Feel free to do whatever you like with this amazing app on your mobile device as you
discover the incredible possibilities hidden in your phone. You're free to do whatever you want in the app to optimize performance or customize it the way you want. Find out more about this amazing app from Steelworks in our review. Like its name, the app is designed for users who want to change certain aspects of their mobile app to make it fun. APK
editor users have access to multiple customization options from the simplest to much more complex customizations. You can also choose a simple editor that allows you to modify certain files in the APK, depending on your preferences, or, if you know what you are doing, rebuild a whole new app based on the original file. Nevertheless, you have a lot of fun
playing with the app's features. The main function of the app is that you don't have to root the system to unlock it, but for certain features involved in the system app, you're requiring root permissions. Still, if you're just playing with a regular app, you won't need to use it. Otherwise, you can easily install apps on your mobile device without having any important
requirements. Just go to our website and get the latest version of APK Editor Pro on your mobile device to start enjoying the app. Here you can find all the exciting features that the app has to offer: users of APK Editor Pro can easily pick up various editing features by selecting the target app. These can be either apps installed on your device or raw APK
files. With both options, you can make changes with the easily available options, save them to a new APK and install them on your device if you want. First, Android Geeks can easily access intuitive string localization options. That said, all you have to do is select a specific app, open the localization in the APK editor and start editing. For simpler
customization, Android users can start by changing the background image with a new one. All you have to do is select the app you want and select the Background Image option. Then go to the list of all the background images available on your mobile device. Just change to which one you wish, with just a few simple steps. You can also change the layout of
specific apps on your system. This includes reorganizing the options available within the app, providing a new interface by removing unnecessary ones, and maintaining only the features that matter. Redesign your app with this amazing editor. For more advanced users, APK Editor Pro has access to feature change options. Here you canReplace the new
ones you really need and the available features on the app. If you're suffering from annoying ads on your mobile app or game, APK Editor Pro's ad erasure feature is very useful. Even so, it allows you to pick up any app or APK file and get rid of internal ads in just a few steps. This is very useful for gamers and app users who don't want to be disgusting when
they're enjoying a game or using an app. If you really care about your privacy and don't want to be bothered by the annoying permission requirements of certain apps on your mobile device, this app may be able to help you. That said, you can remove all unnecessary permissions on your mobile device, such as phone and location detection. And to make
editing easier and more intuitive, the app allows users to convert certain APKs into source code. So, when it comes to detailed editing and changing options, you're going to find that it's not going to be that hard. The best thing about APK Editor Pro is that you can take advantage of its entire features on your mobile device without the need for PC software or
whatsoever. That said, you have the option to hack your Android APK file using certain edits on it. Compiling or decompiling all the different apps on your system has become very easy with APK Editor Pro. And finally, despite all the great features, Android users can still have apps installed on their mobile devices completely free of charge. And with our pro
version of the app ready for you, there are many things you can't do with this app. Although the app may not be suitable for regular users, the app is very effective for those with a specific understanding of the Android platform and its applications, but many users find most of its features very unattractive. That said, you're going to be using background
customization and ad removal options. Nevertheless, these are still very enjoying for most of us. The app is the perfect tool for any Android user who wants to enjoy the full potential of the apps available on their system. What's more, it's also great to get rid of the annoying ads and app requirements that have plagued you for a long time. Finally, downloading
and installing it is completely free, so you will find that it is very fun to have an app on your device, even if you are just using some of the features it offers. APK Editor Pro APK is the best software for editing any APK. Download APK Editor Pro APK now. APK Editor Pro is the most famous and powerful APK Editor Pro in the world. Use the Pro mod APK
editor to edit apk files on your phone. APK Editor Pro APK downloads the best Android apps edited from your phone. It can be used for smartphones. Using the APKPro in this application has many features. This APK can replace background images, find strings, even remove ads, redesign layouts, and remove permissions. Home » Apps » Tools » Review
11 posts using APK Editor Pro 1.3.28 APKPure AppFaster for Android APK Editor 71, Save Data for Free! download APK Editor is a powerful tool that allows you to edit/hack apk files to do a lot for fun. It can help you localize strings, replace background images, redesign layouts, even eliminate ads, remove permissions, and more. What it can do depends on
how you use it. But to use it well, you need a little professional skill. Don't be afraid, some examples are shown on the help page. This is the pro version compared to the free version, here are some differences: (1) no feature limitations V1.3.28 6.7 MB APK as well as APK Editor Pro by Rexdl ·October 16, 2020 Version as of: 2.3.7 File Size: 18 MB |10
MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comAPK Editor Pro is a powerful tool that allows you to edit/hack APK files to do a lot for fun. It can help you localize strings, replace background images, redesign layouts, even eliminate ads, remove permissions, and more. What it can do depends on how you use it. But to use it well, you need a little professional skill. Don't be
afraid, some examples are shown on the help page. This is the pro version, compared to the free version, here are some differences: (1) support smari code editing (2) support app data editing (3) supporting patch function (4) AD freeV1.10.0: Fix crash issue Simple web server &amp; png editor V1.9.10: Android upgrade Android lib &amp; smali Adapted to
version V1 .9.8: Small fix V1.9.7: Support Decode all files (previous version decodes partial files only) V1.9.6: Updated dialog V1.9.5: Upgrade dependent component V1.9.4: Minor fix V1.9.3: Bug fix (font, font, Mipmap, etc. V1.9.2: Added context menu of fix app list V1.9.1 for Android 8.1: Added image downloader V1.9.0: removed many features
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